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Heavy ion collisions in the Fermi energy regime may simultaneously show features of direct and dissipative processes. To investigate this behavior in detail, we study isotope and velocity distributions of projectile-like fragments in
the reactions 18O (35 MeV/A) + 9Be(181Ta) at forward angles. We decompose the experimental velocity distributions
empirically into two contributions: a direct, ‘break-up’ component centered at beam velocity and a dissipative component at lower velocities leading to a tail of the velocity distributions. The direct component is interpreted in the Goldhaber model, and the widths of the velocity distributions are extracted. The dissipative component is then successfully
described by transport calculations. The ratio of the yields of the direct and the dissipative contributions can be understood from the behavior of the deflection functions. The isotope distributions of the dissipative component agree qualitatively with the data, but the modification due to secondary de-excitation needs to be considered. We conclude that
such reactions are of interest to study the equilibration mechanism in heavy ion collisions.

Introduction
Peripheral collisions in the Fermi energy regime
have gained much attention recently, because they
appear to be a powerful method to produce new isotopes away from the stability line [1]. In this energy
region the velocities of the incident motion of ions
and of the Fermi motion are of the same magnitude.
Therefore there is a competition between processes
that are mediated by direct nucleon-nucleon interactions with those, where many nucleons are involved,
and which lead to dissipative processes. This can be
seen in the velocity distributions of light fragments
which have similar features at low and at relativistic
energies [2 - 6]. Different models are conventionally
used to describe both types of processes.
The direct process can be seen as a break-up
(BU) process, where a part of the projectile is
abraded in the collision with the target, which is implied in abrasion-ablation model. The shape of velocity distributions of light fragments produced in
these processes can be interpreted in the Goldhaber
model, in which the reaction between the two ions is
described as independent removal of nucleons from
the projectile [7].
The dissipative or deep-inelastic collision (DIC)
is characterized by an essentially binary collision
process but with a substantial exchange of mass and
energy. For a review of theoretical approaches that
have been used to model it, see [8] and references
therein. These approaches range from classical friction models with empirical or microscopic transport
coefficients to the two-center shell model. More recently they have also been interpreted in the frame-
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work of semi classical transport theories of the BNV
(Boltzmann - Nordheim - Vlasov) [9, 10] and the
QMD (Quantum Molecular Dynamics) [11] types.
These models include the mean field dynamics and
nucleon-nucleon collisions on an equal footing. Earlier applications of transport theory to deep-inelastic
collisions showed qualitative agreement with experiment [5, 12]. However, experimental data were
rather global, and couldn’t get insight at specific features of the process.
In this work, we investigate velocity and isotope
distributions of projectile-like fragments (PLF) obtained in the reactions 18O on 181Ta and 9Be at
35 MeV per nucleon [11, 13]. The experiment was
performed with the use of magnetic spectrometer
COMBAS at FLNR (Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear
Reaction) in Dubna. In the experiment the velocity
distributions of fragments were measured at forward
angles (θ < 2.5˚), for a wide range of PLF’s from He
to nuclei slightly heavier than the projectile. An interpretation with QMD transport calculations [11]
failed to describe the complete velocity distribution.
In an earlier work [9] we have proposed to decompose the velocity spectra into two components
on empirical grounds, a Gaussian distribution centered at beam velocity, and a dissipative contribution, described in a transport model. In this work we
present a more quantitative study of this mechanism.
We investigate the systematic behavior of the width
of the direct and the relative magnitude of the direct
and the dissipative components. We show that there
is connection between the asymmetry of the velocity
distribution of light fragments and the shape of the
deflection curves.
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Theoretical description
Here we apply the Boltzmann - Nordheim Vlasov transport approach to describe deep-inelastic
collisions in the Fermi energy regime. This approach
has been used extensively in the last decades to describe higher energy heavy ion collisions. The BNV
approach describes the time evolution of nucleon
G G
one-body density function in phase space f ( r , p, t )
under influence of a mean field U(f ) [14]
G
G G
∂f p
+ ∇ r f − ∇ rU ∇ p f = I cls [ f , σ ] .
∂t m

(1)

The potential U(f) is the sum of Coulomb and nuclear potentials, the later one is defined by effective
Skyrme forces. The collision term Icls takes into account the Pauli blocking. The integro-differential
equation (1) is solved using the test particle method
as described in ref. [14].

Results of calculations and comparison
to experiment

Here we present the results of calculations for the
reactions 18O +181Ta and 18O +9Be at 35 AMeV,
where we obtain velocity spectra and isotope distributions of the PLF’s. In Fig. 2 we show the calculated velocity distributions for the reaction on the
heavy target for different isotopes of oxygen (solid),
nitrogen (dashed) and carbon (dashed-dot line). The
calculated velocity distributions emitted at forward
angles (θ<2.5˚) are always peaked at values of the
relative velocity v/vproj less than one, moving to
lower velocities when the mass of PLF decreases.
Without the restriction of the emission angle, the
fragment velocity can reach the value of projectile
velocity, because then we include non-dissipative
trajectories.

θlab

V/Vproj
b/bgr
Fig. 1. Deflection curves as a function of impact parameter; solid line - the reaction 18O + 181Ta; dashed one –
18
O + 9Be, 35 MeV/nucl.

The calculations proceed until a freeze-out time
tf, at which the number of fragments is stable, and
where their properties are determined. A fragment
is defined by a surface chosen by the condition that
the density ρ falls to 0.2 ρ0, where ρ0 is the saturation density. To compare the results with experiments in the restricted angular acceptance, Coulomb trajectories for each fragment are attached at
freeze-out [9]. This also allows us to calculate average deflection curves, which are shown in Fig. 1.
The band around angle zero is the angular acceptance of the experiment. For the heavier target
(181Ta) only a small range of dissipative trajectories
contribute to the forward angle cross section, while
for the light target (9Be) a large range of impact
parameters from Coulomb to grazing trajectories
contributes to it. It will be seen that this is important for the shape of the velocity spectra.
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Fig. 2. Calculated velocity distributions for C, N and O
isotopes in the reaction 18O+181Ta, 35 AMeV with (left
panel) and without (right panel) angular restrictions.

V/Vproj
Fig. 3. Decomposition of a typical experimental velocity
distribution (solid curve) for the reaction of Fig 1, into a
BU (dotted line), and a DIC (dashed line) component.

One can also notice that the yield of oxygen isotopes in the case of the angular restrictions is the
minimal, though it becomes the most abundant element when we include the grazing angle region in
our calculations. Contrary to our calculations of the
dissipative component of the reaction, the main feaЯДЕРНА ФІЗИКА ТА ЕНЕРГЕТИКА Т. 10, № 1 2009
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ture of the experimental velocity distributions for all
isotopes not heavier than the projectile is that their
maxima are always close to the velocity of the projectile. The velocity distributions are very asymmetric and have slopes to the left with the pronounced
shoulder, see Fig. 3, solid curve. This shoulder is
more evident in the case of light target (i.e. the case
of the inverse kinematics). As discussed, we assume
that there are two components in the experimental
distributions. We separate the contribution of the
DIC and BU processes in the experimental velocity
by a simple procedure, which is demonstrated in
Fig. 3. We fit the velocity distribution to the right of
the maximum with a Gaussian and extract its width.
We subtract this part from the total yield to obtain
the dissipative, DIC, component (Fig. 3, dashed
curve). The maximum of this component is compared to the maximum on the calculated velocity
distribution in Fig. 4. There is a good correspondence between the two. Thus we find, that the dissipative component is well described by the transport
calculations.

tion at saturation density. This is consistent with the
findings of other authors [4, 6].
The ratio of the two modes, DIC and BU, determined as the ratio of the areas under the dashed and
dotted lines in Fig. 3, for the two reactions is shown
in Fig. 5. It is seen that dissipative processes constitutes an appreciable part of the cross section in the
case of the light target 9Be, but is much smaller in
the case of the heavy target 181Ta. This can be understood from the deflection curves for the two reactions in Fig. 1. For the experimental angular restriction of θ < 2.5˚ only a narrow range of impact parameters contributes to the yield at forward angle for
the 181Ta target, while for 9Be target, a wide range of
impact parameters, including very distant trajectories, contributes to fragments moving in the forward
direction. Thus the asymmetry of velocity spectra in
these reactions depends on the colliding system, and
is more pronounced in the case of inverse geometry.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of velocities at maximum to the projectile
velocity for the dissipative component as a function of
mass number A for the reaction of Fig. 1. Full symbols –
theory, open – experiment.

For the BU contribution we compare the mass
dependence of the extracted widths of the different
isotopes to the expression given in the Goldhaber
model [7]

σ G2 = σ 02

AF ( AP − AF )
, σ 0 ≈ 90 MeV/c
AP − 1

Here AP is the mass number of projectile, AF is the
mass number of the fragment and σ0 is the normalization constant.
We find that the mass dependence of the width
agrees well with the above expression. The normalization factor is about σ 0* = 60 MeV / c and is the
same for both reactions, which is less than the theoretical value, obtained from the assumption of independent removal of nucleons from a Fermi distribu-
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Fig. 5. Ratio of total yields DIC/BU components extracted from experimental data, full symbols – 9Be target,
open symbols – 181Ta target.

We have also compared the isotope yields for the
dissipative component from the data with the transport calculations. In general there is a good correspondence in the shape, however, the yield of light
fragments is too low [9]. However, in the calculation
we deal with the primary, excited fragments at
freeze-out time, while the experiment gives the final
cold fragments. The de-excitation and evaporation of
the primary fragments will be taken into account in
the further work.
Conclusion

The Fermi energy regime is marked by a competition between direct and dissipative processes in
heavy ion collisions. Here we have investigated
these mechanisms in more detail by studying in particular forward angle scattering, where the direct
process is expected to carry a bigger weight. To do
so we have analysed recent experiments, obtained at
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the FLNR in Dubna of 18O collisions on various
light and heavy targets, where isotopic distributions
of projectile-like fragments as well as their velocity
spectra had been measured.
We find that a good description of the data is obtained in terms of two components in the velocity
spectra. One (dominant) component is centered
around beam velocities with a Gaussian shape; the
other shows a substantial energy loss with a long tail
on the low-energy side. The first component is seen
as a fast break-up process and interpreted in the
Goldhaber model. The extracted widths follow the
systematics of the Goldhaber model, the overall
width constant is, however, lower than in the assumption of a free Fermi gas at saturation density, as
was also found in other investigations.
The remaining dissipative contribution is described well by the transport calculations with respect to the shape of the velocity spectra and the
mean dissipated energy. The isotope distributions of
the dissipative component are also qualitatively re-

produced, but are generally too narrow. We attribute
this to the secondary decay of the calculated excited
fragments, which was not yet included. We also investigate the ratio of the yield of the dissipative to
the break-up component, which we can correlate to
the behaviour of the deflection curves for the two
reaction systems.
Our investigation shows that details of the dissipative component in heavy ion collisions at Fermi
energies can be described by transport theory. A
more microscopic description of the break-up component, however, remains to be developed. Generally we see that these reactions show a number of
interesting phenomena in nuclear dynamics, and are
in addition a useful tool to produce a large range of
nuclei away from stability.
We would like to thank V.Baran, V.V. Pashkevich, F. Hanappe, V. Kuzmin, M. Zielinska-Pfabe
for very helpful discussions, and V. Baran especially
for the use of his codes.
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КОНКУРЕНЦІЯ ПРЯМИХ ТА ДИСИПАТИВНИХ ПРОЦЕСІВ
У ПЕРИФЕРІЙНИХ РЕАКЦІЯХ ПРИ ЕНЕРГІЯХ ФЕРМІ
Т. І. Михайлова, А. Г. Артюх, М. Колонна, М. Ді Торо, Б. Ердемчимег,
Г. Камінскі І. М. Михайлов, Ю. М. Середа, Х. Вольтер
У зіткненнях важких іонів при енергіях Фермі можуть одночасно проявлятися риси прямих та дисипативних
процесів. Для детального дослідження такої поведінки вивчались ізотопні та швидкісні розподіли фрагментів,
подібних іонам пучка, що випромінювались під нульовими кутами в реакціях 18O (35MeV/A) + 9Be(181Ta). З ці-
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єю метою емпірично розділялись експериментальний розподіл за швидкостями на дві компоненти: пряму (процес “розвалу” ядра) з максимумом при швидкості пучка та дисипативну (при менших швидкостях), що визначає
“хвіст” розподілу за швидкостями. Пряма компонента пояснюється в моделі Голдхабера. Дисипативна компонента успішно описується в рамках транспортного підходу. Відношення виходів прямої та дисипативної компонент може бути пояснено з вигляду функцій відхилення. Ізотопний розподіл дисипативної компоненти якісно
узгоджується з експериментальними даними, але необхідно враховувати процеси вторинного розпаду. Реакції
даного типу цікаві тим, що дозволяють вивчати механізм процесу встановлення рівноваги при зіткненнях
важких іонів.
КОНКУРЕНЦИЯ ПРЯМЫХ И ДИССИПАТИВНЫХ ПРОЦЕССОВ
В ПЕРИФЕРИЧЕСКИХ РЕАКЦИЯХ ПРИ ЭНЕРГИЯХ ФЕРМИ
Т. И. Михайлова, А. Г. Артюх, М. Колонна, М. Ди Торо, Б. Эрдемчимег,
Г. Камински, И. Н. Михайлов, Ю. М. Середа, Х. Вольтер
В столкновениях тяжелых ионов при энергиях ферми могут одновременно проявляться черты прямых и диссипативных процессов. Для детального исследования такого поведения изучались изотопные и скоростные распределения фрагментов подобных ионам пучка испущенных под нулевыми углами в реакциях 18O (35MeV/A) +
+ 9Be(181Ta). Эмпирически разделяем экспериментальное скоростное распределение на две компоненты: прямую
(процесс «развала» ядра) с максимумом при скорости пучка и диссипативную (при меньших скоростях), приводящую к «хвосту» скоростных распределений. Прямая компонента объясняется в модели Голдхабера. Диссипативная компонента успешно описывается в рамках транспортного подхода. Отношение выходов прямой и диссипативной компонент может быть объяснено видом функции отклонения. Изотопное распределение диссипативной компоненты качественно согласуется с экспериментальными данными, но необходим учет процессов вторичного распада. Реакции данного типа интересны тем, что позволяют изучать механизм процесса установления равновесия в столкновениях тяжелых ионов.
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